The Oxford College of Engineering, a premier organization, which has consistently maintained its tradition of excellence in the educational arena, established its Department of Computer Applications (MCA) in 2001. The Department of MCA is equipped with state-of-the-art latest technology, centrally air-conditioned laboratories and gallery – type classrooms with modern teaching aids and well qualified experienced faculties. The department has a track record of several university ranks, excellent placements and 100% result with FCD. The department is a recognized Research and Development center of VTU and has research scholars pursuing Ph.D. With the aim of achieving holistic development of all the students, the department conducts various National and International conferences, industrial visits, workshops, symposiums, seminars and Inter-collegiate fests like Magnetics and Oxy-Tech with technical as well as financial sponsorship with IEEE, CSI, ISTE and NRB-DRDO.

**OXY-TECH 2014**

It is a National level Inter-Collegiate Techno Cultural fest organized by the Department of Computer Applications. OXYTECH 2014 is a platform for the future IT magnets to gain exposure for tomorrow's computer folks to socialize, compete, learn and grow. The fest is a combination of both technical and non-technical events to showcase the talents of young minds. It is a great opportunity for all the technocrats across the country to face the challenges and learn in the evolving era of Technology.

**The List of Events :**

- **Web Design :**
  
  A platform to show case creative and designing skills. Design a page in given time and take home the mantle of the best web developer.

- **Kodez :**
  
  Show us what you can do with a computer, better, what you can make it do.

- **Khoj :**
  
  Find your pirates’ crew, ready your ship and venture out into the vast ocean called OXFORD. Be the first to unearth the precious treasure & walk away with exiting prizes.

- **NFS & Counter Strike :**
  
  Need we say more? The platform where you can showcase your individual dexterity. Strategize, execute and come out guns blazing.

- **Rock IT (Group Dance):**
  
  The dance is a form of expression given to man just as speech, philosophy, painting or music. To express with your whole self the person you are...Come join the Dance Wagon!!.

- **ICE Breaker :**
  
  If you think you have the magic wand, then come and show your magic to the crowd and break the ice!

- **Tech Dumb:**
  
  Action speaks louder than words! Put your gesturing abilities to test and comprehend!

- **Mad Ads:**
  
  It is like the cover of the book a customer is going to read and even if some may say don’t judge a book by its cover we still buy a book because of that. This is the chance for the Budding advertisers to present to the world their inner creativity with the spice of management.

- **IT Quiz :**
  
  You don’t need all the knowledge of this world or a thick encyclopedia to participate in this quiz. Come in and show out your knowledge and win what you worth off!!!

- **Gully Cricket :**
  
  This event will surely drive in cricket enthusiasts in huge volume. So come and experience cricket at its best! Crack it out into the streets and see how many runs you can get! The ball is in your court.

**IT** was a grand success in the history of The Oxford college of Engineering. A crowd of 1000 turned up from various institutions and we had over 800 participates including our in-house departments for a department fest. The inaugural day was started on 12th March 2014 (Wednesday) at Pharmacy auditorium at 9.30 AM. In that inaugural function Reporter ,press, and Media persons was present,.The Oxford College Engineering Principal **Dr R .Nagaraj** welcomes the chief guest and other dignitaries and started the Program with Invocation song by **Santosh haridas** and classical dance by **Nithya**. Lighting Lamp by Chief Guest ,our Beloved Executive Director **Sri SNVL Narasimha Raju** addressed the gathering . Then followed by chief guest . **Mr.Nandan Nilekani (co-founder of Infosys)**

Followed by the HOD of MCA **Dr.M S shashidhara** the vote of Thanks By Sheerin Zadoo Assistant Professor of MCA.

**Valedictory Function :** It was started on 13th March 2014 (Wednesday) at Dental auditorium at 3.30 PM. The Oxford College Engineering Principal **Dr R .Nagaraj** welcomes the chief guest and other dignitaries and started the Program with classical dance by **Nithya**. Executive Director **Sri SNVL Narasimha Raju** introduced the Chief guest. The principal of The Oxford college of Engineering **Dr.R.Nagaraj** addressed the gathering. Then Followed by the HOD of MCA **Dr.M S shashidhara** followed by **Maj Mudde Gowda** then the Chief Guest Mr Amar Kumar Pandey(IPS is from Karnataka Cadre since 1989 and presently serving as Inspector General of Police(IGP) of Central Range, Bangalore. Mr Pandey has worked in various higher assignments(25) of the Govt and the United Nations - Peace Keeping in Bosnia - Herzegovina (Former Yugoslavia) and Sierra Leone ( West Africa)) address the gathering .vote of Thanks By **Stuti Agrwal** the Assistant Professor of MCA. At 4.30 there was a Prize distribution by Chief guest and other dignitaries . At last the National Anthem for all the people.